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Abstract

This paper reports on Move3D, a software platform dedicated to collision-free path plan-

ning in virtual worlds. The goal of Move3D is to address generic multipurpose applications

with the same software, ranging from logistics in industrial installation to character ani-

mation, via game design. The algorithms are based on probabilistic approaches and take

advantage of the progress of the computer performance. The generality comes from a dedi-

cated software architecture allowing a rapid design of path planners.

1: The piano mover problem

The collision-free path planning problems covers several facets of what the research

community calls the piano mover problem. Deciding wether a body can reach a position

from a starting point while avoiding the environment obstacles, computing an admissible

path, this is the standard piano mover problem.

Figure 1 shows an exemple modeled from an existing puzzle. At the beginning (�gure

on the left) both yellow and blue parts are intricate. On the right picture they are not.

The central picture shows the volume sweeped by the yellow part when escaping its initial

position. This problem is known to be rather di�cult. Algorithms are today capable to

solve the problem automatically.

Figure 1. How to disassemble yellow and blue parts? This is a path planning problem.

�

This paper is built upon previous work presented at [33]



Consider now the mechanical systems displayed in Figure 2 together with examples of

collision-free paths. Modeling a mechanical system in the context of path planning addresses

two issues.

The �rst one deals with the placement constraints. We should identify the con�gura-

tion space CS of the system, i.e. a minimal set of parameters locating the system in its

workspace. This is an easy task for the robot arm, the mobile robot and the rolling bridge,

all of them being open kinematic chains. The system constituted by the two mobile robots

manipulating an dumbbell is a closed kinematic chain. The placement parameters of both

robots are linked by equations modeling the grasping of the dumbbell and giving rise to

constraints. For this special example it is possible to select �ve independent parameters

de�ning the con�guration space properly, the other placement parameters being deduced

by explicit equations involving only the �ve independent parameters. For more general

closed loop chains, characterizing CS properly is not an easy task.

Second, we should consider the kinematic constraints. There is no special constraint for

the robot arm, any con�guration parameter being a degree of freedom directly controlled

by a motor independently from any other one. Any path in CS is admissible. The same

property holds for the coordinated path of the two mobile robots. The control of the rolling

bridge may impose special constraints, like moving a degree of freedom at once. The motion

of the mobile manipulator is submitted to the constraint of rolling without sliding. This

is a constraint that a�ects the range of admissible paths, but not the dimension of the

reachable con�guration space.

Path planning then consists in computing admissible paths in the con�guration space of

the considered system.

Figure 2. Examples of mechanical systems and collision-free paths.

This paper presents the software plateform Move3D currently developed at LAAS for

generic multipurpose applications. From an algorithmic view point, Move3D is based on

probabilistic roadmap algorithms briey reviewed in Section 2. Then we present the soft-



ware architecture of Move3D implementing the various ingredients required by the roadmap

algorithms: collision-checkers, steering methods, roadmaps builders (Section 3). The fol-

lowing sections give practical results obtained in problems arising respectively in logistics

for industrial installations, in graphics animation or game design.

2: Algorithms

Path planning is an active research �elds in robotics for more than 20 years [26]. Algo-

rithms become more and more mature. Moreover, they take advantage of the increasing

progresses of the computer power: with the same algorithms, it is today possible to solve

problems which were out of scope �ve years ago. The range of the potential applications

of path planning algorithms becomes broader.

The probabilistic roadmap algorithms �rst introduced in [19, 30, 20] and now investigated

by numerous researchers [3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, 17, 21, 22, 32] is a general scheme to devise path

planners. A roadmap is a graph that tends to capture the connectivity of the collision-free

con�guration space. The nodes are collision-free con�gurations while the edges indicate

the existence of an admissible collision-free path between two con�gurations. Roadmaps

are computed in a probabilistic manner by selecting the nodes of the graph randomly.

Implementing such approaches only requires two basic geometric procedures: a steering

method to compute admissible paths for a given mechanical system and a collision-checker

which is used both to select the nodes of the roadmap and to check whether an admissible

path is collision-free or not.

The main ingredients to devise a path planner are then:

� the steering methods: they account for the kinematic constraints of the considered

mechanical system (e.g., nonholonomic constraints) or the kinematic constraints im-

poses by the application (e.g., moving a degree of freedom at once). The inputs of a

steering method are two con�gurations of the mechanical systems, the output is an

admissible path linking them and computed in the absence of obstacle.

� the roadmap builder: this is the algorithm used to compute a roadmap. Two collision-

free con�gurations being randomly chosen, the algorithm checks whether the admis-

sible path computed with the selected steering method is collision-free or not.

� basic geometric tools: they are mainly used to check whether a given con�guration is

collision-free or not (interference detection) and whether a given path is collision-free

or not (collision checking).

Once a roadmap has been computed, a query phase is used to solved speci�c problems. A

start and goal con�gurations being given, the query phase �rst checks if the con�gurations

can be added to the roadmap with collision-free admissible paths. Then, the procedure

oprates a graph search algorithm to �nd a global solution. If the graph search succeeds

then we obtain a �rst solution path. This path is then optimized: the goal is to shorten it

avoiding the unusefull detours induced by the random search.

The following section presents an architecture implementing such principles.



3: Move3D architecture

Figure 3 shows the global architecture of the motion planning software Move3D. Move3D

is composed of the following set of modules:

Translator

API

Planning
algorithms

Steering
methods

Filtering Interference
detection checker

Collision

Geometric
modeling definition

Problem 

Move3D

Modeling

Geometric tools

system
CAD
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Figure 3. Architecture of Move3d

� mechanical systems and environment modeling, de�nition of the motion planning

problem. The input of this module is provided through the API used to connect

Move3D to the external CAD system and to transform the geometric data of the

CAD system into the geometric data structures of Move3D

� geometric tools for �ltering the geometric database and initializing the interference

detection algorithms only with the part relevant to the speci�ed planning problem.

� the library of steering methods allowing to compute local paths admissible with re-

spect to the own motion constraints of the mechanical systems involved by the plan-

ning problem.

� the planner module contains several algorithms based onto randomized techniques

(see next section) for computing collision-free paths.

� �nally, Move3D has its own Developer Interface module (not displayed onto the Fig-

ure) allowing to call the algorithms and to visualize the solutions independently of

any external CAD system.

3.1: Steering methods

The following methods illustrated by Figure 4 are today integrated within Move3D:

Linear computes a straight line segment between two con�gurations: this method works

for any holonomic system like a manipulator arm.

Nonholonomic computes smooth paths for carts [31] or articulated mobile robots [25].

Manhattan accounts for the constraints to move one degree of freedom at once.

Other methods can be easily integrated into this library. They can also be combined to

design more complex steering methods for mechanical systems subject to di�erent motion



Figure 4. Examples of elementary steering methods

constraints (eg. for a mobile manipulator, the mobile platform and the manipulator are

respectively controlled by the Nonholonomic and the Linear methods).

Some mechanical systems also require to consider passive joints that can not be directly

controlled, but have to follow the motion of other leading joints. In presence of such motion

constraints, the steering method only acts onto the leading joints, while the passive ones

are computed by dedicated \follow" functions that express the coupling relations.

3.2: Motion planners

This module currently integrates four of the randomized planning techniques proposed

in the literature. Three of them share the underlying concept of the Probabilistic Roadmap

Methods that �rst construct a roadmap connecting collision-free con�gurations picked at

random, and then use this roadmap to quickly answer multiple queries.

Basic-PRM is based onto the basic PRM scheme [20]. The search space is uniformly

sampled at random. All collision-free samples are added to the roadmap and checked for

connections with all connected components. The planner o�ers the choice between several

strategies for selecting the promising nodes inside the components, and allows the tuning

of several parameters (adjacency neighborhood, size of the roadmap...).

Visib-PRM computes visibility roadmaps [32] that are bipartite graphs de�ned with two

types of nodes: the guards and connectors. Collision-free samples are kept as a new guard

node when they cannot be connected to the current roadmap, or as a new connector if

they improve the connectivity of the roadmap. An interest of this algorithm is the small

size of the computed roadmaps. Another one is the possibility to control the quality of the

roadmap in term of coverage.

Gaussian-PRM [9] uses a non-uniform sampling strategy in order to create a higher den-

sity of nodes near the boundary of the free-space. The gaussian sampler generates pairs of

con�gurations separated by a random distance. It only retains a collision-free con�guration

of the pair when the other one lies in the collision space. This gaussian sampling strategy

can be used when computing basic or visibility roadmaps.

The last planner is based onto the RRT-Connect algorithm [24] that was designed to

answer single-query problems without requiring the preprocessing of the roadmap. The

algorithm develops simultaneously two random trees rooted at the initial and goal con�g-

urations, and that explore the space while advancing toward each other.



3.3: Geometric algorithms

A motion planning task is often localized on a small part of the environment. The role

of the Filter is to pre-process the geometric data basis to extract the only bodies that

may interact when searching a collision-free path. The �lter either uses inputs given by the

operator (e.g., to constrain the path to lye in a user-de�ned area) or automatically computes

the workspace spanned by the bodies to be moved. Consider for instance the problem

illustrated in Figure 5. The �lter automatically removes the subset of the obstacles that

can cannot interact with the crane. It also determines that most of the remaining obstacles

have to be checked for potential collisions with the freight, but determines that no obstacle

can collide with the �rst vertical body of the crane and very few with the second horizontal

one.

It remains that the �ltered model may still include a huge number of geometric primitives.

It is well known that the most time consuming operation in motion planning are interference

detection and collision-checking along a given path.

The algorithms [13] developed within Move3D for the Interference-detector combine

techniques proposed in [27] while allowing to process non convex polyhedra together with

other volumic primitives (eg. spheres, tubes, torus. . . ) as in [7]. Computation is performed

in two stages: selection of possibly colliding pairs based onto simple bounding volumes that

approximate the geometry of the objects, and a precise interference detection limited to

the pairs selected at the �rst stage. A hierarchical structure based onto OBB-trees is con-

structed on top of the convex primitives (or facets), instead of the triangular decomposition

required by [14]. This allows to reduce the size of the data structures when facing with

large CAD models where most of the objects (eg. piping) are modeled by a collection of

simple primitives. Also, CAD systems often group into a same object several components

sharing the same semantic but localized at di�erent places within the scene (eg. one single

object may represent the piping part of the installation). Such components are therefore

grouped according to their workspace occupancy to improve the e�cacy of the hierarchical

models.

The Collision-checker [13] developed for determining whether a given path is collision-

free or not, is currently performed by multiple calls to the interference detection algorithms,

using a dichotomic sampling of the path and a non uniform step computed from the distance

to the obstacles.

4: Application 1: Operation in industrial installation

Today CAD systems are widely used in manufacturing and more generally to help the

operation of complex systems and complex tasks. They are supported by powerful dedicated

software including 3D visualization possibilities, geometric tools and friendly interfaces. In

the framework of logistics of industrial installations, CAD systems provide tools for the

manipulation and storage of plant layout and design information.

The industrial installation of the �rst example is a stabilizer (subset of a plant in chemical

industry) modeled by 300:000 facets. The rotating crane (around 1000 facets) has to place

a tank inside the metallic structure, starting from an initial position where the tank is

horizontally placed onto the ground. Here the steering method produces Manhattan paths

for the crane, while accounting for the constrained motion of the tank which slides onto



the ground before it reaches a vertical position.

Figure 5. Stabilizer environment with a rotating crane (model provided by Cadcentre)

Figure 6. Travelling crane in the engine room of a nuclear plant (model provided by EDF)

The second example shows a partial view of the engine room of a nuclear plant. Here, the

purpose of the maintenance operation is to repair the water turbopump composed of three

elements which have to be moved to a lower oor with a traveling crane. The path displayed

onto Figure 6 corresponds to the motion of the traveling crane computed to grasp the �rst



element of the pump. For this scene (same geometric complexity than the stabilizer), the

construction of the roadmap took less than ten minutes allowing queries to be processed in

a couple of seconds.

5: Application 2: Animating characters

Initial con�guration and detail of the goal

Intermediate con�gurations computed by Move3D

Figure 7. Grasping a sword (environment provided by Dramaera)

Providing realistic animation of human characters in graphics takes a lot of time. The

automated synthesis of �ne motions (e.g., grasping an object) may helps the operator. In

the example of Figure 7 the goal con�guration is not explicitely speci�ed by the operator

(think to the huge number of parameters to tune to fully specify the position of all the

�ngers). The operator just gives a preshaping position roughly de�ned around the grip

of the sword. Then Move3D automatically computes a collision-free path, including the

automated computation of the �nal con�guration (see [12] for details).

6: Application 3: Motion compression in game design

3D motion engines integrating collision-free capabilities may result in less repetitive mo-

tions of characters allowing to design more sophisticated games and also to speed-up the

game design process. The example of Figure 8 illustrates some motion compression ca-

pabilities of the planning algorithms developped in Move3D: all the admissible motions of

the spacecraft in the environment made of 60000 polygons can be stored into a 20 Kbytes

roadmap data structure, allowing to compute in real time collision-free motions of the

spacescraft to any position within the environment.



Figure 8. Spacecraft in a game environment (model provided by Kalisto).

7: Conclusion

The aim of the work on the software plateform Move3D is to develop a general planning

software for providing systems with motion planning facilities. The challenge for application

�elds such as logistics or graphics is to face real size problems involving a large class of

mechanical systems. The examples shown in the paper illustrate the kind of problems that

can be solved today. They are representative of the current state of the art o�ered by the

software.
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